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1. INTRODUCTION
We derive the general solutions of the system (2.1) that contains arbitrary constants
subject to the conditions ˛ < 1;ˇ < 1; < 1 or ˛ > 1;ˇ > 1; > 1:
Hyperbolic differential equations with singular coefficients or singular surfaces
possess importance in diverse areas of mathematical physics and mathematical en-
gineering, including elasticity, hydrodynamics, thermodynamics and other problems.
Furthermore, it is also well known that hyperbolic differential equations with one
or more singular lines occur in engineering and physical processes. For example,
the non-standard hyperbolic equation of second order with two singular lines is em-
ployed to describe the transformation spectrum of electric signals on long lines with
variable parameters in the theory of the electric flail [3, 4, 9].
The problem of obtaining the solutions of equations of hyperbolic type with singu-
lar coefficients is described in a number of works [1, 3–5, 9]. In [9], for the equation
@2U
@t2
D
nX
jD1
Œaj
@2U
@x2j
C j
Xj
@U
@xj
Cg.x; t/;
(here aj D const: > o;j D const: > o) a representation of the solutions was ob-
tained by using the solutions of the corresponding regularity equation. On this basis
a solution of the Cauchy problem was received, when the boundary conditions are
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given on the t D o surface. In [3], the equation
@2U
@t2
C 
t
@U
@t
  .@
2U
@x2
C @
2U
@y2
/D f .x;y; t/:
(in the case when  > 0 in region x > 0 , t > 0 ,  1< y <1 ) was solved
U.x;0/D 0; @U.x;y; t/
@t
jtD0D 0;U.0;y; t/D g.y; t/:
Investigations of first and second order overdetermined systems with singular and
super-singular coefficients are described in [6, 10]. A study of a nonlinear system of
ordinary differential equations with singular and super-singular coefficient (in a case
which is connected to the theory of P-Laplacians and psedo-Laplacians) is described
in [8].
2. MAIN RESULTS
LetD be the following region: DD f0 < x < 1; 0 < y < 2g, which is bounded
by
 1 D f0 < x < 1; y D 0g;  2 D fx D 0; 0 < y < 2g:
In the region D we consider the following system:(
@u.x;y/
@x@y
C a1.x;y/
yˇ
@u.x;y/
@x
C b1.x;y/
x˛
@u.x;y/
@y
C c1.x;y/
x˛yˇ
u.x;y/D f1.x;y/
x˛yˇ
@u.x;y/
@y
C b2.x;y/
y
u.x;y/D f2.x;y/
y
(2.1)
where the coefficients a1.x;y/; bj .x;y/; c1.x;y/; fj .x;y/; j D 1; 2, are given func-
tions in the domainD. Moreover ˛D const: > 0; ˇD const: > 0;  D const: > 0:
2.1. The case of ˛ < 1; ˇ < 1;  < 1.
We first determine an integral representation of the solution of the given system
in the case when the coefficients of the first equation are related together in a certain
way. Then we investigate the case when the coefficients of the first equation of system
(2.1) are not related to each other.
Let C 1y .D/ denote the set functions which are continuous onD together with their
derivatives with respect to the variable y.
We always assume that b1.x;y/ 2 C 1y .D/ and that the coefficients a1.x;y/,
b1.x;y/, b2.x;y/, c1.x;y/ are continuous functions in the domain D.
According to [9], the first equation of system (2.1) can be written in the following
form
.
@
@y
C a1.x;y/
yˇ
/.
@
@x
C b1.x;y/
x˛
/u.x;y/D f1.x;y/C c2.x;y/u.x;y/
x˛yˇ
; (2.2)
where
c2.x;y/D yˇ @b1.x;y/
@y
Ca1.x;y/ b1.x;y/  c1.x;y/:
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2.1.1. The case of c2.x;y/D 0
Suppose that the functions a1.x;y/, b1.x;y/ and c1.x;y/ of the system (2.1) sat-
isfy the following relation
c1.x;y/D yˇ @b1.x;y/
@y
Ca1.x;y/ b1.x;y/
for all .x;y/ 2D.
Under this condition, the first equation of (2.1) can be written in the following
form:
.
@
@y
C a1.x;y/
yˇ
/.
@
@x
C b1.x;y/
x˛
/u.x;y/D f1.x;y/
x˛yˇ
:
The solution of this equation is
u.x;y/D expŒ ˝˛b1.x;y/Œ 1.y/C
Z x
0
expŒ˝˛b1.t;y/ ˝ˇa1.t;y/  .'1.t/C
C
Z y
0
expŒ˝ˇa1.t; s/  t ˛s ˇ f1.t; s/ds/dt K1Œ'1.x/; 1.y/;f1.x;y/;
(2.3)
where '1.x/ and  1.y/ are arbitrary continuous functions belonging to the class
C 1. 1/ and C 1. 2/, respectively. In fact, these functions will be determined in the
sequel,
˝˛b1.x;y/D
Z x
0
b1.t;y/
t˛
dt; ˝ˇa1.x;y/D
Z y
0
a1.x;s/
sˇ
ds:
Now, we write the second equation of (2.1) in the following form:
@
@y
ŒexpŒ˝
b2
.x;y/ u.x;y/D expŒ˝
b2
.x;y/y f2.x;y/; (2.4)
where
˝

b2
.x;y/D
Z y
0
b2.x;s/
s
ds:
By plugging u.x;y/ from (2.3) into (2.4) we obtain
@
@y
fexpŒ˝
b2
.x;y/ ˝˛b1.x;y/Œ 1.y/C
Z x
0
expŒ˝˛b1.t;y/ ˝ˇa1.t;y/  .'1.t/C
C
Z y
0
expŒ˝ˇa1.t; s/t
 ˛s ˇf1.t; s/ds/dt g D f2.x;y/y  expŒ˝b2.x;y/:
(2.5)
Suppose that the functions b1.x;y/ and b2.x;y/ satisfy the following relation
y
@b1.x;y/
@y
D x˛ @b2.x;y/
@x
: (2.6)
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By differentiating and using the relation (2.6) , the equality (2.5) can be expressed
in the form
 01.y/C b2.0;y/
y
 1.y/D f2.x;y/y   expŒ˝˛b1.x;y/ 
b2.0;y/
y

Z x
0
expŒ˝˛b1.t;y/ ˝ˇa1.t;y/  .'1.t/C
Z y
0
expŒ˝ˇa1.t; s/t
 ˛s ˇf1.t; s/ds/dt 
 
Z x
0
@
@y
fexpŒ˝˛b1.t;y/ ˝ˇa1.t;y/  .'1.t/C
Z y
0
expŒ˝ˇa1.t; s/t
 ˛s ˇf1.t; s/ds/gdt
Since the left hand side does not depend on x, we have
@
@x
Œf2.x;y/y
  expŒ˝˛b1.x;y/ 
@
@y
fexpŒ˝˛b1.x;y/ ˝ˇa1.x;y/  .'1.x/C
C
Z y
0
expŒ˝ˇa1.x;s/x
 ˛s ˇf1.x;s/ds/g D b2.0;y/y  expŒ˝˛b1.x;y/ ˝ˇa1.x;y/
 .'1.x/C
Z y
0
expŒ˝ˇa1.x;s/x
 ˛s ˇf1.x;s/ds/;
(2.7)
or in a simpler form
x˛
@f2.x;y/
@x
Cb1.x;y/f2.x;y/D .b2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ /expŒ ˝ˇa1.x;y/
 Œx˛'1.x/C
Z y
0
expŒ˝ˇa1.x;s/s
 ˇf1.x;s/dsCf1.x;y/y ˇ ; .x;y/ 2D;
(2.8)
Making use of (2.7), we can define  1.y/ by the following ordinary differential
equation
 01.y/C b2.0;y/
y
 1.y/D f2.0;y/
y
:
According to [6,9], the solution of this equation is represented by the following form
 1.y/D expŒ ˝b2.0;y/ŒC C
Z y
0
expŒ˝
b2
.0;s/s f2.0;s/ds; (2.9)
where C is an arbitrary constant.
From expression (2.8), the function x˛'1.x/ can be expressed in the form
x˛'1.x/D
x˛ @f2.x;y/
@x
Cb1.x;y/f2.x;y/ f1.x;y/y ˇ
b2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ
 expŒ˝ˇa1.x;y/ 
 
Z y
0
expŒ˝ˇa1.x;s/s
 ˇf1.x;s/ds; .b2.x;y/¤ a1.x;y/y ˇ /:
(2.10)
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We note that the left part of this expression is independent of the variable y, so we
have
@
@y
fx
˛ @f2.x;y/
@x
Cb1.x;y/f2.x;y/ f1.x;y/y ˇ
b2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ
 expŒ˝ˇa1.x;y/g D
D expŒ˝ˇa1.x;y/y ˇf1.x;y/:
(2.11)
By using (2.11) and assuming that the following limit exists,
lim
y!0f
x˛ @f2.x;y/
@x
Cb1.x;y/f2.x;y/ f1.x;y/y ˇ
b2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ
 expŒ˝ˇa1.x;y/g D F1.x/;
(2.12)
the function '1.x/ can be determined by the following formula:
'1.x/D F1.x/x ˛; ˛ < 1; F1.x/ 2 C. 1/: (2.13)
In the particular case of  D ˇ, if y! 0, then
'1.x/D x ˛Œ
x˛ @f2.x;0/
@x
Cb1.x;0/f2.x;0/ f1.x;0/
b2.x;0/ a1.x;0/ 
from equality (2.10).
After simplification, condition (2.11) can be written in the following form:
x˛Œb2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ @
2f2.x;y/
@x@y
Cfa1.x;y/
yˇ
Œb2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ x˛ 
x˛
@
@y
Œb2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ g@f2.x;y/
@x
C
b1.x;y/Œb2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ @f2.x;y/
@y
C
Cfa1.x;y/
yˇ
b1.x;y/  Œb2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ  
b1.x;y/
@
@y
Œb2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ C
CŒb2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ   @b1.x;y/
@y
gf2.x;y/
D y ˇ Œb2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ @f1.x;y/
@y
C
CfŒb2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ 2y ˇ
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Ca1.x;y/
yˇ
Œb2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ y ˇ  y ˇ @
@y
Œb2.x;y/ 
 a1.x;y/y ˇ C .  ˇ/y ˇ 1  Œb2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ gf1.x;y/; (2.14)
where .x;y/ 2D:
In what the follows, C 2xy.D/ will denote the set of all functions u.x;y/ that are
continuous on D together with their first derivatives, and uxy 2 C.D/.
Henceforth, we have the following conclusion:
Theorem 1. Let ˛ < 1; ˇ < 1;  < 1 in system (2.1), and assume that the coeffi-
cients and right hand sides of this system satisfy the following conditions:
1) a1.x;y/;b2.x;y/;f2.x;y/2C 1x .D/;b1.x;y/;f1.x;y/2C 1y .D/;f2.x;y/2
C 0xy.D/; @@y Œb2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ  2 C.D/;
2) c1.x;y/D yˇ @b1.x;y/@y Ca1.x;y/ b1.x;y/;
3) y @b1.x;y/
@y
D x˛ @b2.x;y/
@x
,
4) The functions f1.x;y/ and f2.x;y/ satisfy conditions (2.8), (2.1.1),
5) The limit (2.12) exists.
Then the desired solution of system (2.1) of class C 2xy.D/ is determined by (2.3),
in which '1.x/ which is determined by formula (2.13), where the value of  1.y/ is
defined by formula (2.9), provided that C is an arbitrary constant.
Example 1. Assume that in (2.1) ˛ < 1;ˇ < 1; < 1;ˇ D  and the coefficients
are constants, moreover, suppose that the right parts are defined by the following
functions:
f1.x;y/D x˛ expŒb1!˛.x/Ca1!ˇ .y/;
f2.x;y/D x expŒb1!˛.x/Ca1!ˇ .y/E.y/:
where
E.y/D 1  .b2 a1/!ˇ .y/; !ˇ .y/D 1
.ˇ 1/yˇ 1 ; !˛.x/D
1
.˛ 1/x˛ 1 :
Then the function of the form
u.x;y/D c expŒb2! .y/Cb1!˛.x/ x!ˇ .y/expŒa1!ˇ .y/Cb1!˛.x/
is the solution of system (2.1), where c is an arbitrary constant .
2.1.2. c2.x;y/¤ 0
Suppose that the functions a1.x;y/, b1.x;y/ , c1.x;y/ satisfy the following rela-
tion
c1.x;y/¤ yˇ @b1.x;y/
@y
Ca1.x;y/ b1.x;y/; (2.15)
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for all .x;y/ 2D in the system (2.1).
In this case, the first equation of system (2.1), can be represented in the form (2.2).
We denote f3.x;y/D f1.x;y/Cc2.x;y/u.x;y/ where f3.x;y/ is a given function.
Then the solution of equation (2.2) can be written as
u.x;y/DK1Œ'1.x/; 1.y/;f3.x;y/: (2.16)
Using these items that are dependent on u.x;y/, we obtain the following integral
equation:
u.x;y/ 
Z x
0
dt
Z y
0
ŒexpŒ˝˛b1.t;y/ ˝˛b1.x;y/C˝ˇa1.t; s/ ˝ˇa1.t;y/
 c2.t; s/
t˛sˇ
u.t; s/ds DK1Œ'1.x/;  1.y/; f1.x;y/:
(2.17)
In fact, the problem of finding the solution of the overdetermined system (2.1), in the
case of ˛ < 1; ˇ < 1;  < 1; is reduced to the solution of a two dimensional Volterra
integral equation with two weak singular lines in the kernel (2.17).
According to [7,11], the solution of the integral equation (2.17) can be represented
in the following form
u.x;y/DK1Œ'1.x/; 1.y/;f1.x;y/CZ x
0
dt
Z y
0
  .x;yI t; s/K1Œ'1.t/; 1.s/;f1.t; s/ds
 T1;1Œ'1.x/; 1.y/;f1.x;y/; (2.18)
where   .x;yI t; s/ is the resolvent of the integral equation (2.17).
We now return to the problem of finding the arbitrary functions '1.x/; 1.y/. We
repeat the scheme of 2.1.1 in the case when  D ˇ , and y! 0. We obtain
'1.x/D x ˛Œ
x˛ @f2.x;0/
@x
Cb1.x;0/f2.x;0/ f1.x;0/  c2.x;0/u.x;0/
b2.x;0/ a1.x;0/ ; (2.19)
.b2.x;0/¤ a1.x;0//;
 1.y/D expŒ ˝b2.0;y/ŒC C
Z y
0
expŒ˝
b2
.0;s/s f2.0;s/ds; (2.20)
 1.0/D C;
u.x;0/D expŒ ˝˛b1.x;0/Œ 1.0/C
Z x
0
expŒ˝˛b1.t;0/'1.t/dt : (2.21)
By substituting the value of '1.x/ from (2.19) into (2.21), we obtain the following
one dimensional Volterra type integral equation:
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u.x;0/C
Z x
0
expŒ˝˛b1.t;0/ ˝˛b1.x;0/ 
c2.t;0/u.t;0/
b2.t;0/ a1.t;0/
dt
t˛
D expŒ ˝˛b1.x;0/
 f 1.0/C
Z x
0
expŒ˝˛b1.t;0/Œ
t˛ @f2.t;0/
@t
Cb1.t;0/f2.t;0/ f1.t;0/
b2.t;0/ a1.t;0/ 
dt
t˛
g; (2.22)
Take a new unknown function
W.x/D u.x;0/expŒ˝˛b1.x;0/: (2.23)
Then it follows that the integral equation (2.22) can be represented in the following
form
W.x/C
Z x
0
c2.t;0/W.t/
b2.t;0/ a1.t;0/
dt
t˛
dt DE.x/; ˛ < 1; (2.24)
where
E.x/D f 1.0/C
Z x
0
expŒ˝˛b1.t;0/Œ
t˛ @f2.t;0/
@t
Cb1.t;0/f2.t;0/ f1.t;0/
b2.t;0/ a1.t;0/ 
dt
t˛
g;
and ˛ < 1: According to [2], the solution of equation (2.24) is given by the following
formula
W.x/DE.x/ 
Z x
0
expŒ˝˛c3.t;0/ W ˛c3.x;0/
c3.t/
t˛
E.t/dt  T2ŒE.x/;
where
c3.x/D c2.x;0/
b2.x;0/ a1.x;0/ ; W
˛
c3
.x;0/D
Z x
0
c3.t/
t˛
dt:
Using formula (2.23), the solution of integral equation (2.22) can be written as
u.x;0/D expŒ ˝˛b1.x;0/T2ŒE.x/:
By substituting the value of u.x;0/ into (2.19), we obtain the value of 1.x/:
'1.x/D
x ˛Œ
x˛ @f2.x;0/
@x
Cb1.x;0/f2.x;0/ f1.x;0/  c2.x;0/expŒ ˝˛b1.x;0/T2ŒE.x/
b2.x;0/ a1.x;0/ ;
(2.25)
Then we substitute the values of '1.x/;  1.y/ which were obtained from (2.1.2) and
(2.20), respectively, in formula (2.17).
Henceforth, we deduce the following conclusion
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Theorem 2. Let ˛ < 1; ˇ < 1;  < 1;  D ˇ in system (2.1). Assume the fol-
lowings: the coefficients and right hand sides of this system satisfies the conditions:
1, 3, 5, from theorem 1, and c2.x;y/ ¤ 0. Moreover, suppose that the functions
f1.x;y/; f2.x;y/ satisfy the following conditions:
(1)
x˛
@f2.x;y/
@x
Cb1.x;y/f2.x;y/
D .b2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ /expŒ W ˇa1.x;y/Œx˛'1.x/C
C
Z y
0
expŒ˝ˇa1.x;s/s
 ˇ
ff1.x;s/C c2.x;s/T1;1Œ'1.x/; 1.y/;f1.x;y/gdsC
Cy ˇ Œf1.x;y/C c2.x;y/T1;1Œ'1.x/; 1.y/;f1.x;y/;
(2)
x˛Œb2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ @
2f2.x;y/
@x@y
Cfa1.x;y/
yˇ
Œb2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ x˛ x˛ @
@y
Œb2.x;y/ 
 a1.x;y/y ˇ g@f2.x;y/
@x
Cb1.x;y/Œb2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ @f2.x;y/
@y
C
fa1.x;y/
yˇ
b1.x;y/Œb2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ  b1.x;y/ @
@y
Œb2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ 
CŒb2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ @b1.x;y/
@y
gf2.x;y/
D y ˇ Œb2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ 
@
@y
Œf1.x;y/C c2.x;y/ T1;1Œ'1.x/; 1.y/;f1.x;y/C
fŒb2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ 2y ˇ C a1.x;y/
yˇ
Œb2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ y ˇ
 y ˇ @
@y
Œb2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ C .  ˇ/y ˇ 1
Œb2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ gŒf1.x;y/C c2.x;y/T1;1Œ'1.x/; 1.y/;f1.x;y/:
Then the desired solution of system (2.1) in the class C 2xy.D/ is determined by
(2.3) , in which '1.x/ is defined by (2.1.2) and  1.y/ is determined by formula (2.20)
, where C is an arbitrary constant.
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2.2. The case of b1.x;y/ 2 C 1y .D/; ˛ > 1; ˇ > 1;  > 1.
In system (2.1) let ˛ > 1; ˇ > 1;  > 1;c2.x;y/D 0. By repeating the method that
was explained in section 2.1.1, we obtain the following result:
Theorem 3. Let ˛ > 1; ˇ > 1;  > 1; in system (2.1) and assume that the coef-
ficients and right hand sides of this system satisfy the conditions 1, 2, 3 of Theorem
1. Suppose also that a1.0;0/ > 0; b1.0;0/ > 0; b2.0;0/ > 0: Moreover, assume the
existence of the following limits:
E1.x/D lim
y!0f
x˛ @f2.x;y/
@x
Cb1.x;y/f2.x;y/ f1.x;y/y ˇ
b2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ
expŒW ˇa1.x;y/ a1.0;0/!ˇ .y/g;
E2.y/D lim
x!0.expŒ b1.0;0/!˛.x/f2.x;y//;
where E1.x/ 2 C. 1/;E2.y/ 2 C. 2/:
Besides, suppose that the functions f1.x;y/; f2.x;y/ satisfy the condition (2.11)
and it is also true that
x˛
@f2.x;y/
@x
Cb1.x;y/f2.x;y/
D .b2.x;y/ a1.x;y/y ˇ /expŒa1.0;0/!ˇ .y/ W ˇa1.x;y/
.x˛'2.x/C
Z y
0
expŒW ˇa1.x;s/ a1.0;0/!ˇ .s/s ˇf1.x;s/ds/Cf1.x;y/y ˇ ;
.x;y/ 2D; '2.x/DE1.x/x ˛; ˛ > 1; ˇ > 1.
Moreover, assume that the functions, a1.x;y/; b1.x;y/; b2.x;y/ in he neighbor-
hoods  1 and  2 satisfy the following conditions:
jb1.x;y/ b1.0;0/j H1xı3 ; ı3 > ˛ 1; at x! 0I
ja1.x;y/ a1.0;0/j H2yı4 ; ı4 > ˇ 1; at y! 0I
jb2.x;y/ b2.0;0/j H3xı5 ; ı5 >   1; at y! 0I
Then the desired solution of system (2.1) in the class C 2xy.D/ is determined by:
u.x;y/D expŒ W ˛b1.x;y/Cb1.0;0/!˛.x/f 2.y/C
C
Z x
0
expŒW ˛b1.t;y/ b1.0;0/!˛.t/Ca1.0;0/!ˇ .y/ W ˇa1.t;y/  .'2.t/C
C
Z y
0
expŒW ˇa1.t; s/ a1.0;0/!ˇ .s/  t ˛s ˇ f1.t; s/ds/dt;g (2.26)
where
 2.y/D expŒb2.0;0/! .y/ W b2.0;y/ŒC
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C
Z y
0
expŒW 
b2
.0;s/ b2.0;0/! .s/s E2.s/ds;
(here C is an arbitrary constant), and
W ˛b1.x;y/D
Z x
0
b1.t;y/ b1.0;0/
t˛
dt; W ˇa1.x;y/D
Z y
0
a1.x;s/ a1.0;0/
sˇ
ds;
W

b2
.x;y/DZ y
0
b2.x;s/ b2.0;0/
s
ds; ! .y/D 1
.  1/y 1 ; !˛.x/D
1
.˛ 1/x˛ 1 :
Remark 2. The integral representation (3) also satisfies the system (2.1) when
b2.0;0/ < 0; a1.0;0/ < 0; b1.0;0/ < 0, and the functions E2.y/; E1.x/ are such
that E2.0/D 0;E1.0/D 0, and they have the following asymptotic behaviors:
E2.y/D 0ŒexpŒ jb2.0;0/j! .y/yı1 ; ı1 >   1; as y! 0;
E1.x/D 0ŒexpŒ jb1.0;0/j!˛.x/ xı2 ; ı2 < ˛ 1; as x! 0:
Moreover, the function f1.x;y/ satisfies that f1.x;0/D 0;f1.0;y/D 0, and it has
the following asymptotic behavior:
f1.x;y/D 0ŒexpŒ ja1.0;0/j!ˇ .y/ y ı4 ; y! 0;
f1.x;y/D 0ŒexpŒ jb1.0;0/j!˛.x/ x ı3 ; x! 0:
Remark 1. If the coefficients of system (2.1) satisfy all of the conditions of The-
orem 3, then the solution of the system (2.1) is unbounded in  1;  2, and its behavior
is determined by the following asymptotic conditions:
u.x;y/DOŒexp.b1.0;0/!˛.x// at x! 0;
and
u.x;y/DOŒexp.b2.0;0/! .y// at y! 0; . > ˇ or  D ˇ; b2.0;0/ > a1.0;0//:
Remark 2. For all possible cases of the parameters ˛;ˇ and  , integral represent-
ations of the solutions of the system (2.1) are obtained not only in the case when
c1.x;y/D yˇ @b1.x;y/@y Ca1.x;y/ b1.x;y/; but also when c1.x;y/¤ yˇ @b1.x;y/@y C
a1.x;y/ b1.x;y/:
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